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JFC2087HRP - Jenn-Air® 20 cu. ft. Bottom Mount Refrigerator - Stainless Steel w/Black

Product Features

Print

Exterior
French door style provides an elegant, yet functional style alternative for food
storage.
Performance
ϒ

Twin Fresh™ Electronic Climate Control has individual sensor to maintain
consistent temperatures in both food compartments.
Freezer
ϒ

Glide out bottom freezer drawer keeps frozen food impeccably organized and
easily accessible.
Performance
ϒ

Internal water dispenser provides filtered water from the inside so the exterior
stays sleek and beautiful.
Exterior
ϒ

Dual doors require minimum space to open fully, ideal for kitchens with center
islands or galley designs.
ϒ Cabinet depth design aligns with cabinets smoothly for a customized, built-in
look.
ϒ Available in stainless steel front with black cabinet and Pro-Style® handles for a
commercial look.
Freezer
ϒ

Two-tiered storage in freezer drawer provides easy access to all items.
SmoothClose™ Drawer Track System on freezer drawer ensures it rolls open
and closes smoothly.
ϒ SmoothClose™ system also includes an automatic latch that helps pull the
drawer closed.
ϒ Automatic ice maker provides a steady supply of fresh, clear ice for your
convenience.
ϒ Full-width wire freezer baskets accommodate up to 120 pounds of food.
ϒ Lower basket divider is fully and easily adjusted to keep food organized.
ϒ Clear spill-guard tray in lower freezer basket keeps spills contained for easy
clean-up.
Performance
ϒ
ϒ

Sleek, electronic upfront touch pads make it easy to adjust and view
temperature settings.
ϒ PuriClean® II retractable water filter is our highest performing, longest lasting
water filter ever.
ϒ PuriClean® II retractable water filter ensures fresh, clean filtered ice and water.
ϒ Adaptive defrost feature helps protect food, and saves energy by defrosting only
when needed.
ϒ Ultimate Bright Series lighting package lets you find that tiny jar of capers at-aglance.
ϒ Two refrigerator lights and two freezer lights enable you to clearly see
everything inside.
ϒ Ultimate Quiet Series sound package provides exceptionally quiet performance.
Refrigerator
ϒ

ϒ
ϒ
ϒ
ϒ
ϒ
ϒ

Roll out shelves make it easy to reach the smallest item, even if it's stored in the
back.
Spill-proof shelves have sealed edges to keep spills contained for easy cleanup.
Temperature controlled Gourmet Bay™ drawer is perfect for keeping gourmet
foods fresh.
Gourmet Bay™ drawer provides flexibility with handy divider, storage tray and
Wine Hold bin.
Humidity controlled crisper drawers keep fruits and produce fresh and crisp.
Backguards on roll out shelves keep items in back secure when shelf is pulled
out.
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Storage rack hangs from any shelf for handy convenient storage of wine, water
and soda bottles.
ϒ Adjustable door buckets offer convenient storage and make it easy to customize
storage space.
ϒ Gallon door storage bucket creates ample room for milk and other large
containers.
ϒ Covered dairy compartment provides convenient, accessible storage for dairy
products.
Available
ϒ

ϒ

Also available in Canada.

Product Dimensions
Depth of Carton: 32 3/4 "

Models - Colors
ϒ
ϒ

JFC2087HRP - Stainless Steel w/Black
JFC2087HRS - Stainless Steel
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